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Things to Consider….
I hope this message finds everyone safe and well during
these unprecedented times. As we all need to play our
part in the fight against Covid-19, let’s remember to
recognize the guidelines issued by Health Canada and
Government Agencies.
The latest US meat trade data reported January pork
exports at 663 million pounds, 17.7 million pounds or
2.6% under the historical high reached in the previous
report. This brought total US pork exports 185 million
pounds over year ago levels or nearly 39% over January
2019.
Not unexpectedly, US pork to China* (including
mainland China, Taiwan and Hong Kong) reported the
largest move on the report, dropping 24.5 million
pounds from the levels reported for December, but still
managed to record the second highest monthly volume
seen over the last 5 years. Mainland China alone
dropped 24.6 million, with Hong Kong down near a
million pounds and Taiwan up near a million pounds.
A number of other major importers of US pork such
as Colombia, Honduras, and the Philippines also made
notable declines, each generally 2-4 million lower from
levels previously reported. South Korea also reportedly
decreased their volume of US pork, down 1.2 million
pounds into January. Panama dropped shy of 13 million
pounds for January to return to more typical levels
following the seasonal December surge in US pork
purchases.
Other major destinations for US pork such as Japan
and Mexico, and to a lesser degree Dominican, Australia
and Canada helped offset earlier stated declines. Japan
increased their imports of US pork by more than 7
million pounds, Mexico by more than 6 million pounds
while the latter countries increased imports of US pork
generally 3-4 million pounds for January.
US cash hog markets have traded higher for 14
consecutive days and are now sitting at the highest level
since October 30th 2019, nearly a 5-month high. Lean
hog futures are recovering but will need more time to
make back losses experienced over the past month as
they followed equity markets lower.

Weekly Hog Price Recap
Cash hog values improved throughout most of the week
with the strongest daily gains reported midweek when
packer cash bid volume was also reported at higher
levels. CME cash climbed daily however at more
moderate levels compared to moves reported in regional
and national cash hogs. Wholesale pork found strength
as most pork primals improved in value, excluding hams.
Pork cutout rose $2.30/cwt from week ago levels.
Monitored Canadian hog markets improved generally $3-$8 per hog over the previous week. The OlyW 20
climbed more than $3/hog higher while pricing out of the Sig 4 rose $5.75/hog and Hylife rose closer to
$6.50/hog. The Sig 5 was up near $7.50/hog, while values out of Ontario and Quebec were each up more
than $8/hog. In the US, Tyson values climbed $1.25/hog higher while JM values increased $6/hog from the
previous week.

Weekly Hog Margins
Monitored hog margins improved on good weekly cash hog values with Canadian margins averaging
$21/hog losses overall. Feed costs did counter some of the overall improvement to hog margins north of
the border, with Canadian farrow to finish feed costs rising $0.50/hog while those in the monitored US
region fell more than $1/hog.
Margins out of Quebec remain the least weak compared to other Canadian margins, up more than
$7.50/hog on the week and calculating $14.50/hog losses. Hog marins out of Hylife strengthened $6 per
hog to $18/hog losses and the Sig 4 improved $5.25 per hog to $19.50/hog losses. Margins out of
Ontario improved shy of $8/hog from the previous week to $21.50/hog losses, while the Oly20
strengthened $3/hog to $25/hog losses. In the US, margins out of Tyson improved $3/hog to $11.25/hog
losses while JM margins strengthened $7.25/hog to $12/hog losses.

US Regional Margins
• Tyson: $ (11.23) USD X 1.3759 = $ (15.45) in Canadian Dollars
• Morrell: $ (12.20) USD X 1.3759 = $ (16.79) in Canadian Dollars
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